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A visual–textual fused approach to automated tagging of flood-
related tweets during a flood event
Xiao Huang , Cuizhen Wang , Zhenlong Li and Huan Ning

Department of Geography, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC, USA

ABSTRACT
In recent years, social media such as Twitter have received much attention
as a new data source for rapid flood awareness. The timely response and
large coverage provided by citizen sensors significantly compensate the
limitations of non-timely remote sensing data and spatially isolated river
gauges. However, automatic extraction of flood tweets from a massive
tweets pool remains a challenge. Taking the Houston Flood in 2017 as a
study case, this paper presents an automated flood tweets extraction
approach by mining both visual and textual information a tweet
contains. A CNN architecture was designed to classify the visual content
of flood pictures during the Houston Flood. A sensitivity test was then
applied to extract flood-sensitive keywords that were further used to
refine the CNN classified results. A duplication test was finally performed
to trim the database by removing the duplicated pictures to create the
flood tweets pool for the flood event. The results indicated that
coupling CNN classification results with flood-sensitive words in tweets
allows a significant increase in precision while keeps the recall rate in a
high level. The elimination of tweets containing duplicated pictures
greatly contributes to higher spatio-temporal relevance to the flood.
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1. Introduction

Floods are among the most devastating hazards on Earth. The widespread floods in Houston due to
Hurricane Harvey in August 2017 have again demonstrated the power of flood and the necessity of
rapid flood awareness for the first response. In recent years, crowdsourcing has become popular in
collecting real-time flooding information (McDougall 2011; Triglav-Čekada and Radovan 2013).
‘Citizen as sensors’, firstly proposed by Goodchild (2007), describes a hypothesis of relying on the
information provided voluntarily by individuals. It is highly up-to-date as eyewitnesses document
their observations directly (Fohringer et al. 2015). Volunteers may contribute useful information
regarding the intensity and extent of a flooding event when authoritative information is not available.
Social media such as Twitter, for example, has served as an in situ source of flooding awareness that
can largely benefit real-time flood mapping (Herfort et al. 2014; Schnebele and Waters 2014; Schne-
bele et al. 2014).

During a flood event, the flood-related tweets represent the textual messages with relevant key-
words and pictures showing visual content of floods. If verified, both tweet sources provide real-
time flood information at the tweeted locations, which is of great importance for the first responders.
Especially, flood pictures provide in situ visual evidence of an inundated area that is superior to tex-
tual tweets in which the uncertainties need great efforts to justify (Wei et al. 2013). Additionally,
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good-quality flood pictures render supplemental water height information, which can feed the inun-
dation models for real-time flood mapping and local situational awareness (Li et al. 2018). Automatic
selection of flood pictures from a massive and noisy tweets pool, however, remains unsolved nowa-
days. Manual identification of millions of tweet pictures is labor- and time-consuming, which highly
restricts its practical utilization (Feick and Roche 2013; Longueville et al. 2010; Huang, Wang, and Li
2018a).

With the development of machine learning, automatic labeling of a picture via its visual charac-
teristics becomes possible. Common approaches include Support Vector Machines (SVMs) which
learn visual features by constructing a set of hyperplanes (Suykens and Vandewalle 1999; Wu and
Yap 2006); decision trees which learn features by applying a hierarchical decisive structure (Fakhari
and Moghadam 2013; Jancsary et al. 2012); and Naïve Bayes which is a probabilistic learning
approach by assuming independent contributions of different features to a corresponding class
label (Boiman, Shechtman, and Irani 2008; McCann and Lowe 2012). Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNNs), a more state-of-the-art approach (Simard, Steinkraus, and Platt 2003; Simonyan
and Zisserman 2014; Pinheiro and Collobert 2014), has been recently recognized as a promising
technique in picture classification and labeling (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012; Wei
et al. 2016). Ciresan et al. (2011) presented a flexible CNN for classifying benchmarks and handwrit-
ten digits with errors of 2.53% and 0.35%, respectively. Ciregan, Meier, and Schmidhuber (2012)
developed a deep CNN that firstly achieved near-human labeling performance. Wang et al. (2016)
proposed a deep CNN–RNN on multi-labeling Microsoft COCO dataset.

Advances in high-performance computers and the application of GPUs significantly accelerate
the training phase as well as the labeling phase in CNNs (Ovtcharov et al. 2015; Ho, Lam, and
Leung 2008). With the improved computational abilities, the CNN has become one of the most pop-
ular picture labeling techniques. Few CNN studies, however, have been conducted to examine the
massive and noisy pictures in tweets. While the unique homogeneous flooding texture in a flood pic-
ture can be easily recognized by CNNs, large commission errors may occur by mistakenly including
pictures with flood-like texture (e.g. a dark-grey parking lot).

Texts tweeted along with the pictures provides useful information to enhance picture labeling.
The common textual-based selection approach is to apply the keyword restriction. Sakaki, Okazaki,
and Matsuo (2010), for instance, use keywords like ‘earthquake’ or ‘shaking’ to collect tweets that are
related to an earthquake. Vieweg et al. (2010) applied a keyword matching approach on terms like
‘fire’ or ‘grassfire’ to sort out the tweets about grassfires in Oklahoma. Other existing applications of
textual-based tweets selection can be found in studies of public health (Chew and Eysenbach 2010;
Dredze 2012), extreme weather conditions (Lachlan et al. 2014; Martín, Li, and Cutter 2017; Caragea
et al. 2014) and political science (Skoric et al. 2012; Small 2011). For a flood event, the most reliable
keywords are those like ‘flooding’, ‘flooded’, or ‘flood*’ that includes the variations of the base word
‘flood’ (Li et al. 2018; Wang, Li, and Huang 2018). Keywords such as names of the geographic
location and storm have also been used to achieve better identification of flood-related tweets
(Vieweg et al. 2010). However, uncertainties of keyword selection are inevitable when only these pre-
defined keywords are used (De Albuquerque et al. 2015). A large amount of flood-related tweets may
be excluded if it lacks the predefined keywords. Thus an automatic method to comprehensively
encompass the most potential keywords is needed to improve the flood-related tweets selection.

Taking the 2017 Houston Flood as a study case, this paper presents a visual–textual fused
approach to labeling flood pictures during the event. Trained by a set of randomly selected flood pic-
tures online, a CNN framework is firstly developed to maximally extract flood pictures in the Hous-
ton Flood. All tweeted words that have abnormal behaviors during the flood are extracted to build a
flood-sensitive words pool that is later used to refine the flood picture selection. Finally, a duplication
test is applied to identify pictures with identical visual content. Duplicate pictures posted later than
its original in time line are removed to ensure the high spatial- and temporal relevance. This study
significantly automates the selection of tweets with flood-related visual information and flood-
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sensitive textual information. The automatically derived geotagged flood pictures could seed a wide
range of flood studies for improved situational awareness and rapid flood response.

2. Study case and datasets

2.1. Study case

This study selected the Houston Flood on 25th August –to 1st September 2017 as our study case
(Figure 1). Affected by Hurricane Harvey, the City of Houston, TX, received at least 800 mm of pre-
cipitation within a few days (Blake and Zelinsky, n.d.). The record-breaking rainfall and crippled
storm water infrastructures led to a devastating and widespread flood in this city, impacting all
aspects of its society. The flood caused an estimate damage of $125 billion and was responsible
for at least 64 deaths with over half (36) in the metropolitan area. The study area we chose fully cov-
ers the City of Houston.

2.2. Datasets

2.2.1. Training set of flood and non-flood pictures
The performance of CNNs largely depends on its training set. In this study we developed the com-
prehensive training sets of flood and non-flood pictures from a variety of sources. The training set of
flood pictures comes from two major online sources: searching engine and social media. Via the
Google searching engine, 1000 flood pictures are downloaded using the keyword ‘flood’ and manu-
ally verified. Via the Baidu searching engine, another set of 1000 flood pictures is extracted using
‘Flooding’ and ‘Hongshui’ (Chinese Pinyin of ‘flooding’). For pictures in social media, we target
on three popular, open source social media: Twitter & Instagram and Flickr. A predefined keyword,
‘flood*’, is used for Twitter & Instagram. A total of 29,578 tweets with pictures from 1st December
2015 to 1st December 2017 are downloaded, among which 4400 flood pictures are verified. For
Flickr, a tag ‘flooding’ is used and 1000 verified flood pictures are extracted. Tweets in the period
from 15th August to 15th September 2017 are not used to exclude pictures about the Houston

Figure 1. Hurricane Harvey and the study area of Houston, TX.
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Flood from the training data selection. In total, 7400 verified flood pictures are collected and served
as training inputs of the designed CNN for picture labeling. Note that retweeted pictures derived
from social media are not included in this training set. Two-thirds of this dataset are used to
train the CNN and one-third is used as the test set for validation analysis.

The non-flood training set contains pictures downloaded from Twitter & Instagram. To make the
training sample size balanced, we randomly generate a same size set (7400) of non-flood pictures.

2.2.2. Tweets pool for word sensitivity test
To gain comprehensive understanding of the flood-sensitive words, a total of 1,048,576 tweets from
15th August to 15th September 2017 are collected across the state of Texas using Twitter Stream API
(http://dev.twitter.com/streaming) and are stored in a Hadoop computer cluster. A state-wide geo-
locational restriction provides more stable and reliable volunteered responses, which significantly
reduces the impact of the intrinsic noises in Twitter.

2.2.3. Tweets pool for Houston Flood analysis
The geotagged tweets during the Houston Flood in the study area are extracted (retweeted posts are
excluded). These tweets have the exact latitude/longitude coordinates (e.g. ‘29.76020, −95.39446’)
and therefore, provide high geocoding accuracy for better situational awareness at local level. A
total of 38,992 picture-included tweets are extracted from a total of 133,762 streamed tweets during
the Houston Flood period (25th August to 1st September). Both of their visual and textual infor-
mation is analyzed for flood picture selection.

3. Methodology

In this study, the proposed methodology consists of three steps: (i) design a CNN and train it based
on the flood and non-flood datasets derived from a variety of sources (CNN design and training).
The trained CNN is then used to label the flood pictures during the Houston Flood; (ii) automatically
extract the flood-sensitive keywords by applying a temporal analysis and use them to trim the CNN
classified results (Word Sensitivity Test); (iii) identify the duplicated pictures and only keep the orig-
inally posted ones (Duplication Test). The final dataset is a refined collection of flood pictures with
locational information during the Houston Flood. Detailed methodology overview is presented in
Figure 2.

3.1. CNN design and training

3.1.1. CNN design
A CNN is a hierarchical neural network composed of input and output layers, as well as one or mul-
tiple hidden layers. Its form and utility vary upon how those hidden layers are set and realized. In the
CNN architecture utilized in this study, the hidden layers consist of the following major types:

. Convolutional layers (CONV): learning features by applying a convolution operation to the input.
Each convolutional neuron only accepts features in its receptive field. A convolutional layer is
parameterized by four hyperparameters: number of filters (Nf ), the spatial extent of those
filters (Fconv), convoluting stride (Sconv) and number of zero padding (P).

. Rectified Linear Unit layers (RELU): introducing nonlinear property via a non-saturating acti-
vation function f (x) = max (0, x), where x represents the input to a neuron.

. Pooling layers (POOL): extracting the most robust and abstract feature within a convolution win-
dow in the prior layer and reducing the spatial size of the representation, thus limiting the amount
of parameters used in computation and significantly controlling overfitting. It is parameterized by
spatial extent (Fpool) and pooling stride (Spool).
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. Fully connected layers (FC): flattening high dimensional features by connecting every neuron
in the prior layer to next layer. A fully connected layer is parameterized by the number of its
neurons (Nfc).

The CNN architecture designed in this study consists of eight layers (six CONVs and two FCs)
(Figure 3). First, it resamples an input picture to a 3-D matrix at a 128*128*3 dimension (3 denotes
that each picture has three channels, i.e. RGB), then passes it to numerous hidden layers and finally
labels it as flood or non-flood. The pattern of hidden layers follows a general ‘CONV–RELU–
CONV–RELU–POOL–FC’ scheme. The RELU layers are not presented in Figure 3 for simplicity
and legibility of the figure. The double stacking of CONV aims to develop more complicated features
before the pooling operation, which inevitably leads to information loss due to layer downsizing.
Additionally, the progressive increase of CONV dimensions (64, 128, or 256) allows more possible
representative features to be learned, greatly aiding in the richness of feature combinations. Such
architectures have been commonly used in studies of machine learning for image processing (Simon-
yan and Zisserman 2014; Ronneberger et al. 2015).

Figure 2. The workflow of the proposed approach. The methodology is composed of three steps: CNN design and training, word
sensitivity test and duplication test.
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The spatial pooling method in the proposed architecture is Maxpooling (Figure 3), a commonly
used pooling method that finds the maximum value from each cluster of neurons at the prior layer
(Nagi et al. 2011; Masci et al. 2013). It down-samples the prior layer, hence reducing the number of
parameters by selecting a representative value in its matrix, in this case, the largest value. Due to
the special characteristics of flood pictures, an additional Dropout layer (D-layer) is added after
each CONV layer and the first FC layer (not showing in Figure 3) to prevent the overfitting
problem.

The final outputs are two fully connected neurons that contain the probabilities of whether a pic-
ture is in the flood category (positive labeling) or non-flood category (negative labeling). Pf denotes
the probability of positive labeling and Tf denotes the threshold for positive labeling. The picture is
labeled as positive (flood) when Pf . Tf , and negative (non-flood) when Pf , Tf .

3.1.2. CNN training
To train a CNN, an organized training set is needed to feed the network. In this study, we applied
a data augmentation approach to artificially enlarge the dataset, thus reducing the potential
overfitting of the network. The data augmentation approach includes horizontal flipping,
rotation and zooming. The augmented pictures are shuffled and resampled to a uniform size
(128*128*3) before they are passed to the hidden layers. The network then learns different levels
of the convoluted layers by constantly adjusting weights of its neurons via a backpropagation
algorithm (Riedmiller and Braun 1993). A high-level neural networks API, Keras (Chollet
2015), is used as our coding platform and the parameter settings in our CNN are summarized
in Table 1.

The total parameters in our designed CNN architecture are 9,538,506. The training of those par-
ameters is accelerated by a NVIDIA GTX 1050 GPU with 8-GB RAM and the Computer Unified
Device Architecture (CUDA). The whole training phrase finishes in 10 min.

The well-trained CNN is then applied to label tweet pictures from Houston Flood tweets pool.
Tweet pictures in this pool are downloaded using Beautiful Soup, a data scratch library in Python,
and they are fed directly to the network to generate their binary labels. Two categories of pictures are
labeled: the flood pictures and the non-flood pictures tweeted during the Houston Flood.

Figure 3. CNN architecture: the number before ‘@’ denotes the depth of a layer.
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3.2. Word sensitivity test

After the flood pictures are labeled by the CNN, we seek to improve the outputs by applying a restric-
tion on their textual information. This process utilizes the textual messages of tweets, aiming to
extract all the words with abnormal behaviors from a massive and noisy tweets pool during the
Houston Flood. First, a textual separation is applied using white space and hashtag (#) as separators.
Those segments after textual separation are organized in a database. However, using white space as
separator inevitably allows other symbols (such as exclamation marks) in each segment. Here we
remove all these tailing symbols while keeping the meaningful words. For example, ‘flooding!!’ is
trimmed as ‘flooding’. Moreover, we only use the segments occurring more than 100 times in the
sensitivity analysis. The contribution of less frequently tweeted words is assumed trivial to flood
awareness and thus not considered.

Words remained in each segment have different sensitivities regarding the Houston Flood event.
Words with a remarkable increase in count exhibit a positive sensitivity to the Flood, while words
mentioned remarkably less during the event exhibit a negative sensitivity. In this study, we summar-
ize the word count in a daily level.

Due to the short acquisition period of the test dataset (15th August to 15th September) and the
ubiquitous existence of extreme values, we apply a modified Z score to statistically evaluate the sensi-
tiveness for each word. The modified Z score measures the outlier strength or how much a score
differs from its median instead of mean, hence less influenced by extreme values. It is computed
using the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD), modified from Iglewicz and Hoaglin (1993):

Mi = C1(xi − x̃)
MAD

, (1)

where C1 is a constant of 0.6745, xi denotes the occurrence of a certain word on day i. x̃ denotes the
sample median and Mi is the modified Z score on day i. MAD is calculated by taking the median of
the absolute deviations from the median:

MAD = median{|xi − x̃|}. (2)

Table 1. Parameter settings.

Notation Parameter description Value

Feeding phrase
ez Zooming factor , 0.2
ur Rotation factor , 40◦
t Batch size 32
M Input (resampled) image size (M∗M) 128
N Number of channels 3
Training phrase
Fconv Spatial extent of convolutional filters (Fconv ∗ Fconv) 3
Sconv Convoluting stride( Sconv ∗ Sconv) 2
Fpool Spatial extent of pooling filters (Fpool ∗ Fpool) 2
Spool Pooling stride (Spool ∗ Spool) 2
Dr Dropout rate of a D-layer 0.15
P Zero padding Truea

e Maximum epochs 200
lir Initial learning rate 0.00002
ler Progressive learning rate per epoch lir/epoch

b

N1
fc Number of neurons in first FC 128

N2
fc Number of neurons in second FC 2

aTrue zero padding denotes the application of zero padding in CNN training phrase.
bler is a progressive variable that updates itself on each epoch.
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Specifically, when MAD = 0, the function is modified as

Mi = C2(xi − x̃)
MeanAD

, (3)

MeanAD = mean{|xi − x̃|}, (4)

where C2 is a constant of 0.7966. Similar as Equation (2), MeanAD is calculated by taking the mean
of the absolute deviations from the median.

The modified Z scores provide the intensity of how daily count of a word deviates from the
median in its time series from 15th August to 15th September. Given a single word, its overall
flood sensitiveness to the Houston Flood, Sf , is the absolute value of its accumulated modified Z
scores during the Flood period (25th August to 1st September):

Sf =
∑

i

Mi

∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣ (i [ [25th August, 1st September]) (5)

To bifurcate sensitive and non-sensitive words, we rank all the words based on accumulated
modified Z score. Specifically, words with top 200 Sf are selected as flood-sensitive words.

For the CNN-extracted flood pictures during the Houston Flood, their textual information
accompanying each tweet goes through the sensitivity test described above.

It is assumed that tweets of wrongly classified flood pictures are unlikely to contain flood-sensitive
words. Therefore, only tweets that contain both labeled flood pictures and flood-sensitive words are
selected into the refined tweets pool.

3.3. Duplication test

After the application of visual and textual restriction, tweets that contain positively labeled pictures
and sensitive words were extracted. However, it is commonly observed that duplicate pictures are
equally selected. For example, a flood picture may be shared multiple times by different users during
the flood event. Unlike the original post (the first in timeline), the locational information of the
tweets posting the duplicate pictures does not reflect the location and time when the picture is
taken and therefore, does not help situational awareness. This process aims to identify and remove
the duplicate pictures from the extracted flood pictures.

Given a picture pair, the duplicate identification algorithm computes the summation of the absol-
ute difference in each channel:

Sscore =
∑N

n

∑

i,j

|On
i,j − Kn

i,j| (6)

where O and K represent the two pictures being compared. i and j are the row and column respect-
ively. n denotes the channel number and N (N = 3) denotes the RGB channels of each picture. To
make this process less computational expensive, all pictures are resampled to a size of 128*128*3
before feeding to the duplication test.

The Sscore represents the similarity of the picture pair. A Sscore with 0 means a perfect duplication.
The higher the Sscore is, the less similarity the picture pair has. In this study, only perfect duplications
are considered. When a picture pair is identified as duplicate, the tweet with a later posting time is
removed.

With a repetitive process, all tweets with duplicate pictures are removed. The final output of this
study is a collection of flood-related tweets supported by their posted flood pictures.
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3.4. Performance evaluation

A set of metrics, including the accuracy, loss, precision, recall and F1 score, are used to evaluate the
tweet labeling performance of using visual information only (CNN) and using both visual and tex-
tual information (CNN coupling with flood-sensitive words). For each evaluation, the classified
results fall into four categories:

. True positive (TP): the number of tweets correctly identified as flood tweets

. False positive (FP): the number of tweets incorrectly identified as flood tweets

. True negative (TN): the number of tweets correctly identified as non-flood tweets

. False negative (FN): the number of tweets incorrectly identified as non-flood tweets.

The accuracy is frequently used to measure the ability of a model to differentiate binary classes, i.e.
flood and non-flood in this study. It is calculated by combining TP, FP, TN, and FN:

Accuracy = TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(7)

The loss function is binary cross-entropy loss. It measures the performance of a binary labeling
model as

Loss = − (y log(p)+ (1− y) log (1− p)), (8)

where y is a binary indicator (0 or 1). It equals 1 when a picture is labeled as flood and 0 when labeled
as non-flood. p represents the predicted probability of a picture being labeled as flood.

Precision and recall are two indices commonly used in machine learning to quantify the perform-
ance of an algorithm. Precision measures the proportion of correctly identified flood pictures among
all positive labels, or a measure of overestimation. Recall measures the proportion of correctly ident-
ified flood pictures among all flood pictures, i.e. a measure of omission:

Precision = TP
TP + FP

, (9)

Recall = TP
TP + FN

. (10)

Leveraging the precision and recall, the F1 score is an index that measures the overall accuracy of a
binary classifier. It is calculated as

F1 = 2
1

precision
+ 1

recall

(11)

The F1 score reaches its best value at 1 (perfect precision and recall) and the worst at 0.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. CNN performance

Accelerated by GPU and CUDA architecture, the designed CNN finished the training phrase in
10 min and 43 s through 200 epochs. The CNN reached an accuracy around 80% in both training
and test sets (Figure 4a). Consecutive and stable training loss was observed throughout the training
phrase (Figure 4b). The implementation of D-layer following each CONV layer has been proven
efficient as it successfully prevents the model from being overfitted. Given the special characteristics
in flood pictures and the ubiquitous existence of pictures with a similar texture (Feng and Sester
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2018), the accuracy around 80% using CNN alone is considered acceptable compared with other
flood picture classification results (Avgerinakis et al. 2017; Bischke et al. 2017).

After the training, the CNN model with the optimal weight settings in its neurons was stored and
then used to classify 38,992 tweet pictures derived from a total of 133,762 tweets during the Houston
Flood (25th August to 1st September). To understand the performance of our model in this largely
unbalanced Houston tweet dataset (the ratio between the number of flooding and non-flood pictures
is much less than a balanced ratio 0.5), we gradually increased threshold Tf from 0.50 to 0.95 and
recorded its performance with a varying Tf in positive labels (Figure 5). As expected, with the
increasing of Tf , number of pictures with positive labels decrease dramatically (Figure 5a). Number
of True positives (TPs) and False Positives (FPs) also decreases following the increasing Tf . For
instance, when Tf = 0.5, 2545 pictures were labeled positive with 1301 TPs and 1244 FPs, while
when Tf = 0.7, only 755 pictures were labeled positive with 663 TPs and 92 FPs. A larger Tf indi-
cates a stricter criterion for positive labeling and results in a higher positive labeling precision at the
expense of lower recall of positive labels (Figure 5b).

Figure 5(b) reveals strong negative correlation between precision and recall in positive labels,
which demonstrates the dilemma of Tf setting if we purely rely on CNN for recognizing flood pic-
tures. A lower Tf , for instance 0.5, leads to a high recall but low precision while a higher Tf , for
instance 0.70, results in a low recall but high precision. In both cases, additional efforts are needed
either to manually exclude the misclassified positive labels or include the misclassified negative
labels. More details of negative labeling can be seen in the summary (Table 2).

In a flood event, a higher recall (less FNs) is preferred as it leads to a better coverage of true flood
pictures, which is of great importance for agencies to gain a comprehensive situational awareness
and for responders to evacuate as many people as possible. Given the importance of recall rate in
flood events, a lower Tf value is preferred in this case. The low precision problem introduced by
a low Tf value is compensated in next step.

4.2. Flood-sensitive words extraction

After the segmentation and tailing symbol removal of the tweeted messages across Texas during the
Flood, 6415 words occurring over 100 times are remained in the selection. These segments contain
not only regular English words but also commonly used modal particles such as ‘OMG’. The sum-
mation of the modified Z score for each word Sf , represents the sensitivity of that word to the flood
event. We manually categorize those words into four different sensitive levels based on their Sf value.
Top 200 words with highest Sf value (ranging from 15 to 200) are then selected as flood-sensitive
words.

Figure 4. Training accuracy and loss of designed CNN architecture on flooding and non-flooding dataset supported by GTX 1050
GPU and CUDA.
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In Figure 6, the first tier of sensitive levels (100 , Sf , 200) includes words such as ‘boat’
(Sf = 138.95), ‘safe’ (Sf = 126.57) and ‘raining’ (Sf = 199.77). Words in this category were men-
tioned extremely more frequently during the Houston Flood. ‘flood*’, the most commonly used key-
word to extract flood tweet in past studies (Li et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2018b), is in the second tier
(50 , Sf , 100) (the Sf for ‘flood*’ is the average Sf for all the variations of ‘flood’). Other words in
this category include ‘stuck’, ‘stay’, ‘shelters’, ‘storm’, etc. It should be noted that tweets bearing sen-
sitive words like ‘stuck’ or ‘stay’may provide timely geolocational information about where potential
flood victims are trapped. This information can greatly aid authorities and local responders for rapid

Figure 5. CNN performance with different Tf : (a) number of pictures classified as positive (flooding), verified as positive (TP) and
verified as negative (FP) given different Tf and (b) trend of precision and recall given different Tf .

Table 2. CNN labeling result.

Classified as positive Classified as negative Evaluation (positive)

Tf Total TPs FPs (Type I) Total TNs FNs (Type II) Precision (%) Recall (%)

0.5 2545 1301 1244 36,447 36,373 74 51.1 94.6
0.55 1828 1119 709 37,164 36,908 256 61.2 81.4
0.6 1364 964 400 37,628 37,217 411 70.7 70.1
0.65 997 810 187 37,995 37,430 565 81.2 58.9
0.7 755 663 92 38,237 37,525 712 87.8 48.2
0.75 539 500 39 38,453 37,578 875 92.8 36.3
0.8 349 338 11 38,643 37,606 1037 96.8 24.6
0.85 197 193 4 38,795 37,613 1182 98.0 14.0
0.9 74 73 1 38,918 37,616 1302 98.6 05.3
0.95 8 8 0 38,984 37,617 1367 100.0 00.6
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evacuation. Tweets containing words in the third (25 , Sf , 50) and fourth (15 , Sf , 25) tiers
are also strongly flood related. However, they are largely ignored in traditional flood-related tweets
selection processes, which only utilizes limited predefined keywords.

By quantifying the sensitivity of each word and creating an automatic, large pool of sensitive
words for a flood event, this study greatly expands the scope of traditional flood selection process.
As revealed in Figure 6, much more keywords are identified, which dramatically reduces the under-
estimation of flood tweets in previous studies. These extracted flood-sensitive words are used to
refine the CNN-labeled flood pictures.

4.3. Refining CNN results based on sensitive words

After applying restrictions of sensitive words in textual tweets to address the low precision problem
in CNN-labeled flood pictures, we observed a significant reduction in total positive labels after refin-
ing the CNN results with sensitive words (Table 3). After applying the textual restriction, the number

Figure 6. Temporal distribution of selected flood-sensitive words (Sf . 15). The X-axis and Y-axis in each subfigure denote time
(from 15th August to 15th September in 2017) and number of tweets (count) respectively. Number of tweets for each word has
been scaled for better visualization and comparison.

Table 3. Positive label (TPs and FPs) statistics in CNN only and CNN refined by sensitive words.

CNN only CNN refined by sensitive words

Tf Total extraction TPs FPs Total extraction TPs FPs

0.5 2545 1301 1244 1455 1272 183
0.55 1828 1119 709 1273 1141 132
0.6 1364 964 400 972 883 89
0.65 997 810 187 812 739 73
0.7 755 663 92 658 608 50
0.75 539 500 39 513 472 41
0.8 349 338 11 321 294 27
0.85 197 193 4 185 170 15
0.9 74 73 1 67 65 2
0.95 8 8 0 8 7 1
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of FPs dropped while the number of TPs remained relatively the same. The reduction is more dra-
matic at lower Tf thresholds. For instance, when Tf = 0.5, the number of FPs experienced a huge
decrease from 1244 in the CNN labeling model itself to 183 after refining with sensitive words.
Oppositely, the reduction of TPs is minimal (from 1301 to 1272). However, at a larger Tf value,
the significant decrease in FPs over TPs becomes less obvious or even reversed. An extremely
large Tf value, is not meaningful due to the limited number of TPs it can extract. The significant
decrease in FPs over TPs when Tf is low indicates that coupling visual information with textual
information can considerably remove non-flood tweets while keeping a majority of true flood tweets.

As shown in Table 4, the precision of the refined CNN model with sensitive words improves
remarkably compared with the precision in using CNN only, especially when Tf = 0.5 where the
precision increased by 36.3% (from 51.1% to 87.4%). The same pattern can be observed in all low
Tf . Along with the significant boost in precision, the recall rate remains in a high level. An average
that considers both precision and recall, F1, also observes noticeable increased performance
especially when Tf is low, which indicates more robustness in the model after refining the CNN
results with sensitive words. To ensure the highest recall rate, we set parameter Tf as 0.5 for flood
picture labeling in the Houston Flood.

In short, after applying the textual restriction on CNN classified results, we significantly increase
the precision while keep the recall in a high level in low Tf . We successfully keep most TPs in the
selection and remove majority of FPs which were wrongly classified by CNN.

4.4. Duplication removal and the flood tweets geotagging

After applying the visual-textual restriction, the figure-attached tweets that satisfy both requirements
were selected and stored in a potential tweets pool. With the algorithm described in Section 3.3, we
identified a total of 214 duplicate pictures in the potential tweets pool of the Houston Flood. Figure 7
shows several examples of the detected originals and their duplications in the timeline (the posting
sequence). The originals, posted first in the timeline, are represented in red dots, while the dupli-
cations in blue dot. We found that pictures with the most duplications were those people used to
share their concerns, for example the picture of ‘PRAY FOR HOUSTON’ in Figure 7, which has
been repeatedly posted 34 times during the flood period. Exaggerated flood pictures that do not
belong to the study area or modified flood pictures for amusement were also found heavily
duplicated.

As expected, flood pictures in the original post often well indicated the flooded situation in the
posted locations. The duplicate pictures fail to provide timely and accurate locational information
for flood awareness. By only keeping the original post, this study significantly reduced the number
of these duplicate pictures. The resulted tweets pool guarantees a high spatio-temporal relevance,
which renders more confidence when assessing flood extent, evaluating flood damage and gauging
evacuation.

Table 4. Precision, recall and F1 score in CNN only and CNN refined by sensitive words.

CNN only CNN refined by sensitive words

Tf Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
0.5 51.1% 94.6% 0.664 87.4% 92.5% 0.899
0.55 61.2% 81.4% 0.699 89.6% 83.0% 0.862
0.6 70.7% 70.1% 0.704 90.8% 64.2% 0.752
0.65 81.2% 58.9% 0.683 91.0% 53.7% 0.676
0.7 87.8% 48.2% 0.622 92.4% 44.2% 0.598
0.75 92.8% 36.4% 0.522 92.0% 34.3% 0.500
0.8 96.8% 24.6% 0.392 91.6% 21.4% 0.347
0.85 98.0% 14.0% 0.246 91.9% 12.4% 0.218
0.9 98.6% 5.3% 0.101 97.0% 4.7% 0.902
0.95 100.0% 0.6% 0.012 87.5% 0.5% 0.101
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The final pool contains the duplication-removed tweets (a total of 1241) in the Houston Flood
that meet both visual and textual restrictions. A point map of these tweets is displayed in Figure 8.
Each tweet indicates the high possibility of being flooded at its location. In general, the distribution of
final selection correlates well with population density as densely populated area tends to have more
Twitter users, and therefore, generates more tweets.

Some geotagged tweets contain useful water height information that can be drawn from either
visual content, textual content or both. If validated, these water heights could serve as hundreds
of additional ‘rivers gauges’ that are widely distributed across the study area, providing valuable
flooding awareness in such a huge area in a timely manner. The water height information derived
from a huge volume of automatically generated flood tweets could largely compensate the limitations
of river gauges due to its spatial isolated characteristic and water overflow induced data missing pro-
blem. Besides, given their real-time merit, the extracted flood tweets provide timely locational flood
awareness, significantly assisting rapid response by local authorities and first responders to provide
evacuations to those who need. Moreover, supported with local Digital Elevation Model (DEM), the
geolocational information rendered by extracted flood tweets can serve as an important input to gen-
erate timely flood extent map with a large spatial coverage, significantly aiding the understanding of
flood situation in a holistic way.

5. Conclusion

Nowadays social media such as Twitter has become a popular data source for rapid flood evaluation.
Serving as an in situ source, the highly up-to-date responses and large coverage from those citizen
sensors greatly benefit a variety of real-time flood analysis. Relying on both visual and textual infor-
mation a tweet provides, this study presents an automated approach to tagging flood tweets during a
flood event. It could be easily generalized to other flood cases with a larger Twitter sample. We col-
lected a comprehensive training dataset of flood pictures from various online searching engines and
social media and used it to train our designed CNNmodel. The CNN labeling results in the Houston
Flood were later refined by flood-sensitive words derived from a word sensitivity test. The remaining
tweets that satisfied both visual and textual requirements were further trimmed by a duplication test

Figure 7. Examples of selected originals and their duplications presented in their timeline. Only the originals (the first in timeline)
were kept in the final selection.
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model. Only the originally posted tweets were remained, which composed the final tweets pool of the
metropolitan Houston during the flood.

The primary findings of this study include: (i) While the commonly used keywords can
effectively extract flood tweets, automatic selection of sensitive words is found practical to
ensure a better flood tweets pool; (ii) The temporal distribution patterns vary in different
words and the summation of the modified Z score during the flood period can effectively quan-
tify the sensitivity of a certain word; (iii) The tradeoff between precision and recall in a CNN
picture classifier can be compensated by coupling CNN classified results with flood-sensitive
words, leading to a significant precision improvement while keeping the recall in a high
level; and (iv) The removal of duplicated pictures guarantees the inclusion of more spatio-tem-
poral flood relevant tweets.

The automation of geotagging flood tweets can greatly improve traditional selection process
which is labor- and time-consuming. The usage of statistically extracted flood-sensitive words
instead of a few predefined keywords significantly expands the searching scope and ensures a better
coverage of selected flood tweets from millions of tweets in the pool. The proposed method could be
generalized to other events and seed a wide range of social media based disaster studies.

Disclosure statement

No potential conflict of interest was reported by the authors.

Figure 8. Selected examples of final tweets geotagging.
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